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Noncoherent detection schemes are extensively used when it is dif- 
ficult to establish or maintain an accurate carrier phase [1]-[2]. We 
present a noncoherent coded system bas& on BPSK modulated con- 
volutional codes which bridges the performance gap with respect to  co- 
herent coded systems by making use of a noncoherent decoding metric 
which incorporates an observation interval of several channel signals. 
The discrete time channel model considered in this paper is given by 

y, = x, $0 + 1vz , i E z+ (1) 

wheie X, = fa and Y, are the transmitted and the received signals, 
respectively. The noise W, is a sample of an independent and identi- 
cally distributed sequence of complex Gaussian random variables with 
zero mean and variance No/2 in each dimension. The carriei phase 
6’ is assumed to  remain constant over L channel signals and to  be 
uniformly distributed in the interval [ - T ,  T ) .  For a rate k / n  convolu- 
tional code, the suboptimal noncoherent branch metric calculated for 
a subsequence of L = J n  signals is given by 

The parameter L is referred to as the length of the observation 
interval. The metric of an entire code sequence is given by the sum of 
metrics of its constituent L-long subsequences. Since L is a multiple of 
n, the metric is calculated over an integral number ( J )  of branches in 
the trellis diagram of the code. Therefore, for an arbitrary J and for 
a given number of states, decoding is easily accomplished by using a 

conventional rate 2 Viterbi decoder with the same iiuniber of states 
and a branch metric given by (2). Note that since the metric (2) 
is calculated separately for each subsequence without any regard to 
previous subsequences, the error performance of the system would be 
the same whether 6’ changes arbitrarily once every L signals or iemains 
constant forever. 

The Chernoff bounding technique is employed to obtain upper 
bounds on the pairwise error probability and the average bit error 
probability, and a simple expression for the generalized cut-off rate 
[3]. Large deviations techniques are used to find the exponential rate 
of the error probability of the proposed system. This parameter leads 
to the definition of the equivalent free distance of the underlying con- 
volutional codes of the noncoherent system. Upper bounds on the free 
distance are provided as well. 

The metric in (2) raises the problem of phase ambiguity since it 
is invariant to  a 180” rotation of an L-long subsequence. Convention- 
ally, this problem is resolved by using a reference signal and differential 
encoding and decoding [I]-[2] In our approach, however, the phase am- 
biguity problem is resolved as an inherent part of the coding system in 
a general framework of catastrophic error propagation. Nevertheless, 
there are close relations, depending on the carrier phase model, be- 
tween both approaches. l t  is shown that for a model of carrier phase 
changing arbitrarily every L channel signals, the proposed system is 
equivalent to appropriate differential systems, and for a constant car- 
rier phase, the proposed system constitutes the natural framework for 
analyzing and synthesizing standard differentially encoded systems [2]. 
In particular, it is concluded that known optimal codes for coherent 
detection, namely those codes which achieve large Hamming distance, 
are not necessarily optimal for various differential systems as long as 
the observation interval is longer than two. This fact is demonstrated 
by the bounds on the pairwise and bit error probability and verified 
by the equivalent free distance of specific codes found by a computer 
search. 
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